Minutes of Meeting
Northern Regional Community Consultative Committee Meeting
Bushlander, 16 Henderson Rd, Wandoan
Meeting Date
Time Commenced
Time Finished
th
8 September 2017
10:00am
1:00pm
Confirmation of Attendees
Northern RCCC Members
QGC Representatives
• Cecilia Donohoe, Wandoan District Liaison
• Carlie Watson, Community Liaison Officer
Group
• Simon Nish, Social Performance Manager (East)
• Adam Clark, Wildlife Preservation Society of Qld,
• Kelli How, Manager Access
Upper Dawson
• Sid Nag, Operations Manager – North
• Margarette Sinnamon, Wandoan Community,
Commerce and Industry Inc
• Rowena Price, Wandoan State School
• Cecile Brockhurst, Murilla Community Centre
• Jason Erbacher, WDRC
Apologies
Independent Facilitator
• Deb Camden, PRISM Communication Architects
• Cheryl Grey, PRISM Communication Architects
• Rose Asplin, Murilla Landcare
• Sharn Pogan, Miles High School P & C
Status
Agenda Item
Discussion
Responsible
1
Introduction and
Cheryl gave a broad overview of the meeting format,
Meeting Overview
housekeeping/emergency procedures and acknowledged the
traditional owners of the land, recognising past and present
elders.
2

Safety Moment

Mobile Phone Distraction

3

Adoption of
Minutes

4

Actions from
Previous Meeting
ACTION

The previous minutes were adopted by the committee, with a
small correction of the previous meeting date being the 16th
June.
Cheryl reviewed the actions from the previous meeting.

CLOSED

Number of bores in Precipice aquifer at Woleebee Creek.
Carlie shared that at Woleebee Creek we have three bores
that are drilled into the Precipice aquifer, these are all used
for groundwater monitoring purposes. We have five other
groundwater monitoring bores at Woleebee Creek, these are
drilled into the Gubbera, Hutton, Westbourn, Euronbah &
Springbok formations.
These are not bores that draw on the precipice aquifer – they
are monitoring bores.
QGC have 15 registered GW bores drilled into the Precipice
Aquifer. Thirteen of those bores are for Ground Water
Monitoring purposes. Two were previously for extracting
water – Phillip GW226 which provided some construction
water for the Charlie Project and Polaris GW23 which is
currently not in operation.

CLOSED

ACTION

Produced water
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The rate of CSG water extraction is less than initially
expected.
At QGC, the produced water numbers for the last four years
since we have been operating total around 95,000 ML.
The totals for each year vary depending on when fields are
first placed in production, that is when the produced water
volumes will be greater, however that averages around
24.000 ML per year.
Of that 95,000 ML total, less than 20,000 ML have been
produced in the Northern region, around 5,000 ML per year
on average.

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

ACTION

The good news - 97% of this is recovered for beneficial use
via our Water Treatment plants to Sunwater. Up here that
water enters the system at the Glebe Weir. We report on
water produced in our operations bulletin on a monthly basis
however will also be updating our water fact sheet in the
future.
Healthy e regions

ACTION

At the last meeting, relevant QGC representatives to
consider options for Healthy-e-regions in planning. We are
extending the program as a result of feedback.
RPAS safety and privacy requirements

ACTION

Slides include an update on RPAS safety and privacy
requirements
Supply Base Tour request
Supply Base tour will be available prior to end of year
meeting.

Operations Update
5
Safer Together

Carlie shared that QGC have implemented a number of
initiatives to improve safety culture across the business:
QGC Goal Zero Hero
Monthly recognition of staff and contractors for
implementing initiatives to improve safety or displaying safe
behaviours.
Driver Behaviour Recognition
Monitoring of driver IVMS data and recognition and reward
of safe drivers.
Safer together - HSSE Forums
Forums with contractors across the business to share how we
can be safer together. Stretching programmes are being
initiated across North, South and Central.
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6

Community
Feedback

A committee member shared feedback that the precipice was
important as the main source of water supply for Wandoan
and Taroom areas.
A committee member shared they had planning and
coordination concerns regarding the number of Solar
facilities popping up in the region. They stated that they were
not against Shell’s Solar Farm but that there needed to be
planning and coordination at the state level. Communities did
not get a say as they were code not impact assessible. Good
that QGC undertook and information session on Shell Solar
Farm for the community.
A committee member shared that there would be new
biosecurity obligations for people accessing landholders
properties.
A committee member thanked QGC for the supply of a rental
property for a Nurse in the community and that the service
model may be changed to E-pharmacy if they are unable to
recruit an appropriately qualified person.
A committee member noted that people had been using
Gilligal Rd which was not an approved road and that Fosters
Rd was in a very bad condition. Also reiterated the need to
educate contractors on safe driving on stock routes.
A committee member shared that the school was losing three
children with a QGC staff member moving to Chinchilla. Sid
shared that we were working on further localisation
strategies including providing roster for some roles such as
document control and administration onto rosters that
encouraged people to live locally.
A committee member stated that it would be great to involve
the WDRC in a celebration once apprentices and trainees
were announced for QGC.
A committee member stated that it would be good to get
more information out to the community. Carlie shared
information about a new email blast mechanism she would
share.
A question was raised: Are QGC going to use the salt facility
near Chinchilla? Carlie stated we have no contract with the
facility and are still investigating other long-term options as
technology improves. Current storage is adequate for several
more years.
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Carlie shared feedback data for the quarter:
•

Majority of feedback are questions, 116
questions across QGC during Q2 – 25 around
procurement, 28 social investment (community fund
round was open) and 23 general QGC information
requests. 13 enquiries around employment this
quarter which is much lower than usual (pushed
out).

•

7

OPEN

ACTION

OPEN

ACTION

OPEN

ACTION

OPEN

ACTION

Business Update

There were 16 complaints or negative comments
that occurred during Q2. This is an increase on Q1
(10) but is due mostly to an increased effort on our
part to ensure all data is entered.
• Complaint topics were a mixed bag:
2 x gates left open
2 x alleged unauthorised access
Dust management during a workover
Environmental – weeds and vegetation
Local content opportunities
Driver behaviour
Damage to property
Drones flying
Noise
Carlie to find out if landholders are using taps along QGC
irrigation system.
Carlie to ensure QGC staff are informed of new biosecurity
obligations.
Carlie to provide information on email blasts to committee
members to features sign up information in publications.
Carlie to see if committees can be featured more prominently
on the Shell website so that people can find the information
easily and send the committee members a link to the web
address.
Sid Nag provided a QGC business and operations update as
per the appended slides. Key points included:
•
•
•
•

8

Charlie
Development

•

•

•

The Charlie Development has been completed and
handed over to operations to operate in the north.
Project Ruby activity underway in the Central South
area.
RPAS expansion planned for Central/Southern areas.
Localised flaring as routine operational maintenance
continues as scheduled. Expected during turnaround
activities mid-end October, however not expected to
be an increase in flaring in the North.
The Charlie Field Compression Station is progressing
well with the gas and water pipeline network and
well site facilities installed. The gas pipeline has been
successfully tested and cleaned.
The Charlie Project power network, water pipeline,
Charlie and Phillip ponds and pump stations are
operational with around 100 wells now on line.
Charlie project activity will continue to decline over
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•

9

Project Ruby
Update

•

•

•

10

Remotely Piloted
Ariel System
Program

•
•

•

•

•

the coming months as the project completes.
A post-construction clean-up of any rubbish in key
roadside areas where there was project traffic, will
be conducted around Oct/Nov 2017.
Construction of Project Ruby is underway –
construction commenced in the first quarter of this
year and will continue until approximately Q3/Q4
2018.
Project Ruby involves the construction of up to 161
wells across QGC’s Central and Southern Tenement
areas. Construction activities include civil works for
well pads and access tracks, drilling and gathering
(laying of pipes)
Last month an information session was held for the
residents of the Wieambilla Estates to hear
information about our activities. Feedback was
positive and they hoped we had more sessions in the
future.
QGC has been successfully using RPA’s for the past
12 months as part of the Smart CSG Program.
Critical component to the expansion of the program
– engaging with affected landholders where the new
flight plans will be.
Benefits of this technology – reduce road traffic and
improved safety and efficiency by reducing driving
km’s.
Over time will also reduce inconvenience to
landholders by cutting down the number of land
access requests.
Strict privacy controls required to be complied with,
including flightpaths designed to route around
dwellings and data from residences and other
structures not recorded.

PRIVACY
• Guidelines in place around image capture to protect
privacy. The RPAS are strictly controlled to take still
images and video of our gas field infrastructure only.
• The flightpaths QGC has designed take the shortest
route between gas field infrastructure needing to be
monitored on a property. When the RPAS reaches
the location of the infrastructure, cameras activate
so only the targeted structure is monitored.
• Planned and conducted in accordance with CASA
(Civil Aviation and Safety Authority), Boeing/QGC
risk assessments. Our contractor has a privacy policy
too which includes a set of principles which align
closely with the privacy act.
QUESTION
I heard on the radio that drone users must always have line
of sight. Does this apply to the QGC drones?
•
•

Our RPAS (drone) operates beyond line of sight.
Beyond line of site operations require CASA approval
for the airspace (as opposed to visual line of sight or
other hobby drones) and higher pilot qualifications
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and experience to operate.
Have CASA approval granted for the current airspace
operations and our pilots are qualified plane pilots
as well as drone pilots.
For BVLOS RPAS Approvals CASA checks the following:
• The organisation that will operate the system
• The robustness of the system nominated
• The Safety Case for the activity (with the appropriate
risk identified as well as the control nominated for
that risk)
• The Airspace nominated to operate in.
•

10

Solar Project

11

Local Procurement

12.

Local Living

•

Shell is still investigating a new solar project on
QGC’s existing land in the Wandoan area, as part of
a plan to deliver renewable energy sources.
• Have received a positive Development Application
outcome for our change of land use application to
Council for the proposed project.
• Still assessing viability, no final investment decision
has been made. Hope to have a decision by the end
of the year. Note this is a Shell project rather than a
QGC project.
• Held a community information session on the
project, and would like to continue to provide
information and seek feedback on the project. At
the consultation, heard people wanted to know
more about our plans as the project progresses.
• Important for feedback at this stage, prior to the
decision of whether the project will proceed and
areas we can plan and improve on. As community
members - best placed to provide this feedback.
• As last meeting, location of the proposed facility is
on QGC land off Gadsby’s Rd, next to our Woleebee
Creek operations. Location selected as it is close to
the substation
• The new project has a capacity of approximately
150MW (DC)/ 125 AC subject to design, to provide
to the energy market via the substation.
•
Expected that the project may have a 1 year
construction phase.
• Major activities: foundations, wiring, PV module
installation, inverter installation, rehabilitation and
grid interconnection.
During operations: Preventative maintenance (Changing air
filters, verifying bolt torque), Corrective maintenance (Swap
out an inverter component or replace wiring section),
Module washing (3-4 washings per year is typical), Vegetation
control (Reduce vegetation height so as to not interfere with
solar production).
Kelli shared that QGC direct spend is 2% in the Western
Downs, however this equated to $11.7 million dollars.
For our contractors the percentage of spend is higher at 4%
or $1.5 million dollars in Q2.
Heard feedback around local employment from the
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committees particularly around keeping people living locally
and apprenticeship and traineeship pathways into our
business – particular how you would like to see this improve
over time.
•

Currently, 37% of our upstream workers live locally,
with a lower proportion of temporary contractors
living locally.
• Working on developing an action plan around local
living and defining a local workforce.
• Will report back on this work as it progresses.
LOCAL ADVERTISING OF VACANCIES
• Emailing a quarterly circular of employment and
procurement opportunities reported to us by our
contractors.
13

QGC Pathways

15

Social Investment
Update

•

Asked us many times for pathways into the business,
we are pleased to be able to say we have acted on
that
• Applications for our new apprenticeship and
traineeship program closed 19th August, there were
a large number of applications (over 300). This will
be a new pathway for more (up to 12) local people
to begin in our business.
• Split of 5 apprentices and 7 trainees in areas such as
mechanical,
operations,
electrical
and
instrumentation, warehousing.
First intake will commence in January 2018. Migas
will be our Group Training Organisation partner who
will employ the apprentices and trainees that we
host in our business.
Here’s what came out of the community consultation:
• Communities Fund (key areas of funding)
• Science and technology for kids
• Economic diversity and small business support
• Promoting the region
• People said how great healthy–e-regions was
Here’s what’s happening with each of these:
QGC Communities Fund
• QGC Communities Fund closed for applications from
community groups 31st August. Many applications
and will provide total amount next meeting.
• The Grants Assessment Panel will meet in early
October to assess applications.
• Hope people who applied found the new form a
simpler process and welcome your feedback on the
process.
• Projects that are successful in receiving funding will
commence in Jan 2018
Futuremakers
• Futuremakers is going well and during the
consultation we heard strongly around encouraging
career pathways, using Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths - so we’re going to continue
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with the program.
In 2018 the plan is to extend Future Makers beyond
the pilot schools – currently scoping the project to
determine key milestones and activities.
• Future Maker Awards have been open for
applications for the pilot school during National
Science Week. The award is to recognise a student
that has shown commitment and participation to
learning about STEM.
• Winner will announced in September.
• Teacher engagement was held in July and was very
useful in determining the way to deliver professional
development.
• Shell Questacon Science Circus is Shell’s national
STEM partner – they attended both the Chinchilla
Show and the Tara Culture and Camel Festival.
Interactive and roving science shows and
exhibitions.
Small Business Support Program & Agricultural export
program (formerly WDEO)
• Proposal being developed for implementation in
2018 following positive engagement with local
Chambers, WDRC and TSBE.
• Heard want a service based locally in the WD, that it
should be mobile – coming to the businesses, should
link businesses with opportunities and resources - a
bit like a health navigator model.
• Have been looking at these elements and models of
programs that have had really good outcomes
linking businesses to opportunities and competitions
to encourage entrepreneurship
• Aiming to have at least one Business Facilitator
working with local business to grow existing business
and start up new business. Through development of
local businesses, jobs can be created.
• TSBE will be the delivery partner
• Western Downs Employment Opportunity program
will be continued to support producers on their
pathway to exporting their products, albeit the
name will change to be more relevant.
• Agricultural export program will be expanded across
three years, to better support economic
diversification and growth of the ag export industry
– engagement with current participants has been
done and their feedback will guide changes to the
program.
• Key change is the ongoing support and mentoring
that will support each cohort of the program.
• Will be seeking RCCC help to spread the word about
the program and get people to apply and
participate.
Healthy-e-Regions
• Last meeting we heard concerns around the
Healthy-e-regions program ceasing – just when
schools were noticing better educational outcomes
for students participating in the program. We have
•
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•

•

•

also heard communities wish to maintain their
current level of health services.
As a result of your feedback, we are pleased to
announce that we are extending this program for
another 3 years across the Western Downs.
Students can continue to receive allied health
support to improve health and educational
outcomes.
We hope that the significantly longer period will
allow for better outcomes and more opportunities
for the program to be sustainable beyond the
funding period.

•

16.

Community
Engagement

17

Sponsorships
Donations

18

Proposed Meeting
Dates

and

Major Sponsor of the Tara Festival of Culture and
Camels and information stall, 4th-6th August.
• Information sessions on QGC Pathways Program
held in High School locations of Miles, Dalby and
Tara.
• Wieambilla Estates Community Information session
on Project Ruby 27th August.
• Shell Solar Energy Project – Community Information
Session, held Wandoan 29th June.
• QGC – employment and supply opportunities’
address at TSBE enterprise evening, 10th August.
Groups Supported:
• Chinchilla Agricultural & Pastoral Society
• Chinchilla Campdraft Association
• Chinchilla Community Commerce & Industry
• Chinchilla Lawn Bowls
• Dalby State School P&C Association
• Gallery 107@ Dalby
• Glenmorgan Rodeo & Campdraft Association
• Hannaford Club Inc.
• St Joseph’s P&F Chinchilla
• Wandoan Surf Club
Total $28,412.46
2017
• Q4: Joint meeting, 23rd November in Chinchilla
10am-1pm
• Venue TBA – Optional supply base tour prior to
meeting.
2018
• Q1: March – Tara and Wandoan
• Q2: June – Miles – Joint committee meeting
• Q3: September – Dalby and Wandoan
• Q4: November – Chinchilla – Joint committee
meeting
• Venues TBA, with some sessions to have community
drop in times before them.
• Proposed time Central/Southern meetings 9am 12:00pm
• Proposed time Northern meetings 10am – 1pm
Committee provided feedback received that night, when a
meeting is already on is the best time to hold a drop in
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session in Wandoan however not before late February or
early March.
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